The City of Farmers Branch has adopted the new Texas Food Establishment Rules
(TFER) which were revised in October 2015 as well as the accompanying state
inspection form. This inspection form focuses on both violations that are of a
critical importance such as food temperatures, approved food source, etc. to
items of a non-critical significance, but are still important and count regarding
facility and structure such as physical facilities, food identification and prevention
of food contamination. The report is divided into three sections the most critical
being Priority Items where each violation counts as 3 points, Priority Foundation
Items where each violations counts as 2 points, and Core Items, where each
violation counts as 1 point. All Priority Items require immediate corrective action
not to exceed 3 days. All Priority Foundation Items require corrective action
within 10 days and Core Items require corrective action not to exceed 90 days.
Grading Criteria Inspections are scored on a point system. The grading criteria is
as follows:
0 – 3 Points Taken Off = 97-100 / Excellent
4 – 10 Points Taken Off = 96-90 / Good
11 –19 Points Taken Off = 89-81 / Satisfactory
20 –29 Points Taken Off = 80-71 /Poor
30 or More Points Taken Off = 70 or Below /Failing
The score will be entered numerically on the inspection report from 0-100 with
100 being a perfect score. It is important to remember when looking at the
overall score to keep in mind the type of operation being conducted in that
facility. For example a full service restaurant that prepares meals from scratch is
involved in more complicated high risk operations and food processing than a
facility that does only light food service preparations such as a sandwich shop or a
convenience store which sells only pre-packaged food items.
All inspections are conducted on an electronically generated inspection form
which is then automatically uploaded to the City web page once the inspection
has been conducted.
Not only is the overall inspection score available for viewing, but the inspector’s
comments for each violation noted is included on the inspection form as well.

Sample Inspection Report Form

